Course Objectives

This is the introductory course for students who plan to complete North Dakota State University’s interdisciplinary minor in internet web design. Students interested in a basic background in internet web history, development and design may also find the course helpful.

At the end of the semester, the instructor hopes students will:

✓ be familiar with history and development of web technology;
✓ understand the roles of webmaster, web design teams and procedures for designing web sites;
✓ understand basic concepts of budgeting, marketing, law, and e-commerce requirements for web sites;
✓ understand aspects of good site design, including use of typography, photos and graphics; be able to effectively critique web site design;
✓ be able to create simple web sites using basic HTML, CSS and Dreamweaver.

What this course is not

✗ Instruction in internet web coding, scripting, or software. Students will build simple web sites, but are neither expected to know, nor extensively taught, web development programs and coding languages. These are covered in COMM 261, Introduction to Web Development, the companion course to COMM 260.

Professor’s Comment: This is the introductory course to the web minor. We cover a little of everything a webmaster may need to know. The material will be presented with the assumption that students have had no experience in web development. I know that some of you have. I hope you will be able to make use of your knowledge to help others just beginning their work on the web. The course should offer something new to nearly everyone.

For information on North Dakota State’s interdisciplinary web design minor: http://www.ndsu.edu/communication/collins/webminor.html.

Attendance Policy

The instructor on principle does not require attendance. However, much of the material presented in class is not in the textbook, or not presented in the same manner. In addition, the course includes a variety of in-class activities. If you are not in class, you can’t make up the work!

Professor’s Comment: Okay, I realize most of us for good reason may need to miss class once or twice during the semester. For those days I’ll give you a break: skip up to two in-class assignments, and at the end of the semester, I’ll drop those missed points from your final grade calculation. Think of this as a “bank
account for emergencies, whatever they may be (if it’s a hangover, well, whatever). But note: if you think you’ll be away for a trip, or that you might get sick, plan to use these days to cover your absence. Because beyond these days, I almost never give excused absences for any reason, good or not! That’s why you get the free days.

**Grading**

Grading will be based on a standard point-count. Tentative highest possible point totals for this course:

- Midterm: 125 pts.
- In-class, team, and other daily assignments: 150 pts.
- Mini-capstone project: 50 pts.
- Final: 150 pts.
- Total: 475 pts.

The total number of points may change slightly, depending on the eventual number of assignments completed during the semester.

Standard grade percentages:

- 90-100 = A
- 80-89 = B
- 70-79 = C
- 60-69 = D
- Below 60 = F

Letter grades will not be given during the semester, but you can calculate your grade anytime by finding the percentage as related to the total possible points. For instance, you have collected 220 points by midterm, out of a possible 250 so far. Divide 220 by 250, and the result is .88, that is, 88 percent. Your grade so far is in the B range. (A downloadable worksheet to make this easy is available from the instructor’s Class Resources web site.)

**Official Notices from the University**

If you need special accommodations for learning or have special needs, please let the instructor know as soon as possible.

Work in this course must adhere to the NDSU Code of Academic Responsibility and Conduct. This addresses cheating, plagiarism, fabrication, or facilitating dishonesty. Instructors have the right to respond to a student’s dishonesty by failing the student for the particular assignment or test, or even the entire course, or recommend the student drop the course.

**Tentative Schedule Fall 2007**

Note: specific assignment descriptions are available on the resources link of the class web site, www.ndsu.edu/communication/collins/resources.htm.

- **Week One (August 20-24):** Intro; history and development of the internet and web technology.
- **Assignments:** Reading on library reserve: Tim Berners-Lee, Chs. 1-2.

- **Week Two (August 27-31):** Roles of the webmaster; Web site planning.
- **Assignment:** Readings on library reserve: Tim Berners-Lee, Chs. 3-4. “Writing for the Web” on-line guide. Class Resources, chapter 1; text, chapter 1.

- **Week Three (September 3-7):** Web site planning process, including mission statement, creating identity,


Week Six: (September 24-28): Continue CSS. Introduction to Dreamweaver software. Assignment: text, Appendix A.

Week Seven (October 1-5): Dreamweaver continued. Intro to writing for the web.

Week Eight (October 8-12): Writing for the web, continued. Review for midterm exam.


Week Ten (October 22-26): Go over midterm exam. Design for the web. Assignment: text, chapter 5.

Week Eleven (October 29-November 2): Continue design, design fundamentals. Assignment: text, chapter 10.

Week Twelve (November 5-9): Design: typography for the web.


Week Fourteen (November 19-23): Photoshop continued. DOM scripting. Assignment: text, chapter 7. Note: No class Thursday, November 24, Thanksgiving break.


Week Sixteen (December 3-7): E-commerce, critique of web sites, other web applications. Assignment: text, chapter 8. wrap-up. Time in class to work on mini-capstone project. Last university class day is Friday, December 7; capstone project due at 5 p.m. on this date.

Final Exam: 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Friday, December 14.

For more information
Books:
Jakob Nielsen, *Designing Web Usability* (Indianapolis: New Riders, 2000). The classic text on usability and disabilities, although Nielsen's recommendations are controversial, as they encourage bland web design.


**ON THE WEB:**


Accessibility for people with disabilities: http://www.w3.org/WAI/about.html

Web site critique: www.webpagethatsucks.com (Note: also see amusing books of same title.)


Master reference for html tags: http://www.htmlreference.com (Note: Good reference, but you have to know html to understand how to use ’em.)


Also see references on the instructor’s class resources web site, www.ndsu.nodak.edu/communication/collins/260webdesign/260resources.htm.